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Review by David J. Snyder, University of South Carolina 

ew spaces in this modern world are richer in diplomatic significance than the international airport. The 
competing interests of scores of countries and companies are organized around a set of cooperative 
procedures; a cavalcade of commercial service providers are integrated into more or less common 

purpose; the demands of national, commercial, and municipal actors are refereed; evolving technological, 
cultural, and linguistic imperatives are largely incorporated. The modern airport is the outcome of decades of 
multilateral and multivalent diplomatic activity. Despite the bewailed complaints of travelers forced to endure 
its pointless security routines (a fair measure of the miserable nationalism of our era) and endless commercial 
droving, the airport is one of international modernity’s great achievements. Yet diplomatic historians have 
only scratched the surface of the lessons to be drawn from civil aviation research. 

Despite the contemporary internationalization of airports and the liberalization of global air markets, early 
civil aviation diplomacy in the twentieth century was extended through bilateral arrangements, many modeled 
on the Bermuda Agreement of 1946 between the U.S. and the UK. This bilateralism imprinted civil aviation 
with the state interests and aims which tended to predominate. Early aviation routes often followed political 
mandates or official economic objectives. Many of the western powers’ aviation industries developed around 
imperial purpose, including the success of Pan Am as an early ‘chosen instrument’ of the Roosevelt 
administration’s strategic priorities. Similarly, Soviet aviation encompassed national goals of its own, 
connecting the socialist republics to Moscow and Moscow to other areas of strategic interest. National 
prestige became metonymized in national airlines, making KLM, Sabena, and other flag carriers of telling 
importance. 

So too in Yugoslavia, as Phil Tiemeyer’s fascinating article reveals. This is a story of state-interest pursued 
through national aviation policy, but from a novel perspective, showing the role of Yugoslav Airways 
(Jugoslovenski Aerotransport; JAT) as an instrument of President Josip Broz Tito’s post-split diplomacy. The 
aviation angle allows Tiemeyer to reconsider traditional interpretations of Tito, and in this he succeeds 
admirably. In particular, Tiemeyer reorients Tito’s aim for Yugoslavia from seeking to make it a ‘wedge’ 
between East and West to having the country become a ‘crossroads’ to the Global South. Tito’s Yugoslavia 
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emerges as much more globally aspirationalist when viewed through the aviation lens. This globalism, 
Tiemeyer shows, is one of the “overlooked achievements of nonalignment” (80). 

As we would expect, Yugoslavia initially followed a Soviet model of aviation modernization. Technological, 
capital, and administrative borrowings flowed from Moscow as Yugoslav aviation became in essence a 
subsidiary of Soviet modernization practices. Yet JAT was founded without Soviet aid and flew independent 
of Soviet input, “another example of Yugoslavia’s independent, nationalist-inspired policies” (85). The Tito-
Stalin split left the nascent Yugoslav civil aviation industry in tatters, as Yugoslavia was required to cover the 
costs of disinvestment. How could civil aviation help improve Tito’s position and his foreign policy after it 
had been cut adrift from the protections of global communism? Reaching out to potential new partners in 
Africa and Asia, within a Cold War context, thus became a strategy to promote Yugoslavian interests: with 
JAT in the lead, Belgrade would become a non-aligned hub, something of a Cold-War free city, a crossroads 
from which Titoist visions of modernity and Yugoslavian interest could export themselves to the Global 
South. Yugoslavia could become a modernizer in its own right, an exemplar of economic development outside 
of the prevailing Cold War alternatives and a source of non-aligned modernization techniques and 
technology. 

But the Cold War could not be banished from Yugoslavian aviation entirely, and in short order American aid 
began to creep in. American involvement coincided with a struggle between a State Department desirous of 
an aviation policy that served the interests of American diplomacy and a Civil Aeronautics Board which 
sought a policy for the benefit of American air carriers. In the case of Yugoslavia, diplomatic aims 
predominated as the Americans sought to develop Yugoslavian aviation as part of an east-west wedge strategy. 
The U.S.-Yugoslavia civil aviation treaty of 1949 (one of the first treaties between the two nations) eschewed 
commercial reciprocity, showing the capacity of the American imperium to marginalize its own economic 
interests for the sake of broader diplomatic aims.  

As the American presence clearly demonstrates, the romance of aviation—the advanced technology, the 
derring-do heritage of flyers, the exoticism of foreign travel—was mustered into the objectives associated with 
civil aviation diplomacy. Civil aviation was thus freighted with a set of diplomatically charged paradoxes, the 
balance between profits and prestige for the enterprise, and strategic interests (and prestige) for the flag.1 
Long-haul routes could combine profits, prestige, and national aims and hence were fiercely fought over. One 
State Department official, for example, counseled U.S. concessions to Yugoslav aviation for the advantages to 
American cachet of having U.S.-built airplanes flying the Yugoslavian flag touching down at Soviet bloc 
airports. 

Yet Tito maintained Yugoslavian aviation independence and the primacy of his own crossroads vision, despite 
the importance of American aid. Tito’s vision “came to life,” Tiemeyer writes, in the construction of runways 
and airports, in the engineering of aircraft, and in the “penciled vectors of air routes” (83). Demonstrating the 
virtue of aviation research to diplomatic history, Tiemeyer concludes that “Yugoslavia’s embrace of the Global 

                                                       
1 As Jeffrey Engel has brilliantly shown, the same was true in aviation manufacturing, which closely overlaid 

with civil aviation; Engel, Cold War at 30,000 Feet: The Anglo-American Fight for Aviation Supremacy (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2007). 
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South represented a political, economic, and technological reorientation of the country,” with JAT growing 
“quickly from its modest origins in 1947 into a global airline” (80). 

Tiemeyer’s article plants its analytical flag at the national, rather than the international dimension of civil 
aviation. His work on Yugoslavian aviation provides at this stage little sense of the significance of competition 
from other national carriers and other national agendas for Tito’s aviation policy. Tiemeyer’s chronology also 
covers the advent of jet technology, a development of great cultural and commercial consequence, yet this is 
left largely unexplored. Nevertheless, his excellent article shows how civil aviation played a key role in 
transforming Yugoslavia from a satellite to a country that enjoyed “outsized global influence” (83). Given the 
prestige stakes in play, the technological fungibility for military use of civil developments, the high modernist 
romance of new global transport networks and more, civil aviation should enjoy much more attention from 
diplomatic historians than it has heretofore received. 
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